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This paper is a self-contained introduction to a theory of higher differential alge- 
bra. The results were originally accumulated in sporadic attempts to forge a link bc- 
tween differential algebra and the study of formal groups, and one trace of that 
goal is included here as motivation. Primarily, however, the theory is of interest be- 
cause it preserves for arbitrary rings much of the formal structure of ordinary differ- 
ential algebra for Ritt algebras. Some of the results have appeared in weaker form in 
the literature, so it seems worthwhile to put the theory on record. 
1. The definition 
Let A be a ring (commutative with unit). Let A [[T] ] denote power series in 11 
variables Tl, . . . . Tn over A; formally, There 5s a place-holder only, and the ring is 
canonically defined as a countable product of copies of A with the appropriate addi- 
tion and multiplication. A &ring (in n parameters) is a ring A together with a ring 
homomorphism 6 : A -+ A [ [T] ] such that the constant term of S(j) is.6 Intuitively, 
one should probably think of the &ring structure as a formal rz-parameter family of 
deformations of the scheme Spec A (or, an “approximate automorphism” in the 
sense of [6]). If A is an algebra over another ring k, we call it a &algebra if ii is an 
algebra homomorphism, i.e. if 6 (c) = c for all c in the image of k. In any case the set 
{C e ,4 I 6 (c) = c} is a subring, called the ring of constam. 
2. Equivalence 
We call two S-structures on A equivalent if one arises from the other by a change 
of parameters in t: ie power series ring. The point will not be emphasized, but almost 
all the concepts ir. the paper will depend only on the equivalence class of the &struc- 
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ture. Obviously, for instance, equivalent &structure have the same constants. The 
usefulness of equivalence an be seen in the following proof. 
Theorem. Let A be a S-ring in one parameter. Let I be an ideal of A, and assume 
that A is separated and complete in the I-adic topology. Suppose x is in I and the 
coefficient of Tin 6 (x) is invertible. men A is isomorphic to a power series ring 
A0 [ [x] ] for some subring A,. 
Proof. This was originally proved by Zariski for an ordinary derivation in character- 
istic zero. Kuan [ 1 l] the,1 generalized Zariski’s argument, but to do SO he needed 
the additional assumptio.! that the series 6(x) goes to zero when -x is substituted 
for T. Observe, however. itlat the hypothesis and conclusion of the theorem are un- 
affected if 6 is changed up to equivalence. Since S (X)-X starts with a unit times T, 
it r~ a possible generato of the power series ring; in the corresponding equivalent 6, 
structure we have 6 (x) = x + T, which of course satisfies Kuan’s extra assumption. El 
3. Alternate versions of the definition 
3.1. A sequence of higher derivations on a ring n is a collection of functions 6, : 
A + A, orle for each rz-tuple Q! = (cyL, . .. . an) of nonnegative integers, uch that 
Giving a sequence ofhigher derivations on A is exactly the satne as giving a &ring 
structure [take 6, y) as the coefficient of TOL in 6 cf)]. This is the version most con+ 
manly found in the literature, e.g. [7]. As we have just seen, however, the power 
series definition can be more suggestive, since it ties the subject more closely to fa- 
miliar commutative algebra. 
3.2. The divided power coalgebra on n gerlerators is a free Z-module C with basis D, 
for c11 running through rz-tuples of nonnegative integers and with linear maps A: 
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bra, i.e. (id, 4)A = (e, id)& = id and (id 
ri ring is a ring A together w 
e(c) 1 and 9 0 (id @ mult) = mult 0 (9 Qp 9) 0 (A @ id). 
) one finds that for c the divided power coalgebra, 
a &ring is the same thing as a Gmeasured ring on which the group-like DO acts as the 
identity. 
Coalgebra measurings are familiar to people who study coalgebras, e.g. [ 16, p. 1391. 
Some parts of differential algebra carry over to arbitrary C, notably the Galois theo- 
ry [ IO]. In this paper, however, we will be concerned almost entirely with proper- 
ties which are not true in that generality. 
3.3. A Seidenbetg automorphism over a ring A is an au tomorphism E of A [ [T] ] 
leaving T fixed and reducing to the identity modulo T. Such an E restricted to A 
gives a &structure, and conversely every &structure xtends uniquely. (Set E(n = 
6(f) and E(T) = T, and extend using continuity in the T-adic topology.) This is not 
quite so obvious as the previous equivalences, but it is straightforward and fairly 
well known. In principle this equivalence goes back many years, bdt I have chosen 
the name because the first substantial pplication seems to be in [ 133. 
4. Localization, completion, and tensor product 
4.1. Theorem. Let A be a &ring, S a multiplicative subset of A. Then there is a 
unique comptible way to make S - ‘A in to a &ring. 
Proof. Under A --% A [ [7’j ] +S%l[ [TJ] the elements of S are mapped to power 
series which have invertible constant erms, and so are invertible; hence the map 
factors uniquely through S - ‘A. 0 
4.2. Theorem. Let A be a S-ring, I an ideal of A, alrd A the I-adic completion of A. 
Thell there is a urtique compatible way to make a irl to a &rirlg.. 
hoof. By induction &(P) C_ P la1, so 6: A +A 1 Ig] is continuous from the I- 
adic topology to the (I, T)-adic tup~logy. But A [ [ 7J] is complete in the (I, 7)-adic 
topology, soA-% A[[T]j + 4: [ Tj] factors uniquely through A. Cl 
4.3. Theorem. Let A and B be &algebras over k. T/2en there is a unique compatible 
way to wake A C3+ B in to a S-algebra. 
Proof.Thek-~lgebramapsA”~[[;rl]~(~~sB,[[~]andB~~B[[~]]~ 
(A @B)Wll combine to give a unique map from A @ B. Cl 
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5. &modules, Sideats, and quotients 
For any abelian group M we can define M[ [TJ ] as an abelian group, getting in 
fact a functor on abelian groups. If now A is a S-ring, a &module M over A is an A- 
module M with a map 6 : M +M[ [ a] such that 6 (m) has constant term m and 
6 cfjyn) = 6 (j) S tm). Intuitively this usually corresponds to a vector bundle being de- 
forrmed along with the space. 
There is an obvious de! 3nition of 6 -submodule, and clearly there is a uniq,re 
compatible way to put a f-module structure on the quotient by a Ssubmodu’c. A 
homomorphism of &mod ales (i.e., a module homomorphism commuting with 6) 
will have S-sLrbmodules a‘; ;ts kernel and image. Direct sums and direct products of 
S-modules h;r ve a Ej-strut lure defined component-wise; tensor products M aAN have 
one induced by the obvi YJS “multiplication” M[ [7’j ] X N[ [ 7’l] +M f+QN[ [ T]]. 
If A is a &ring, it is automatically a S-module over itself, and its Csubmodules 
are called &ideals. If I is a &ideal, then A/1 is in a unique compatible way a S-ring. 
We might note: that taking kernels in 5 4.1 and § 4.2 yields the following. 
Corollary. (1) Let A be a S-ring, S a muttipticative subset. Then {x E Alsx = 0 for 
some 3 in S} is a F-ideal. 
(2) Let A be a Xng, I any ideal. Then n In is a &ideal. 0 
6. Nilpotents and primes 
6.1. Lemma.l”y= I:a,FinA[[T]] is nilpoten t, then all a, are nilpotent. 
Proof. Lx t P be a prime ideal of A. As A/P is an integral domain, so is A/P[ [I’] 1. 
Hence y maps to zero in A/P[ [ 7’j 1, soy is in P[ [ 7’11. Thus each a, is in P; this is 
true for every P, so a, is in the nilradical nP. Cl 
The converse is true if the nilradical is nilpotent, e.g. finitely generated, but not 
in general. 
Theorem. Let A be a king, N its nilradical. Then N is a &ideal. 
Proof. The lemma shows that iff is in N then all coefficients of 6 (f) are in N. Cl 
Applying the theorem to A/I, we get: 
Corollary. Let A be a h-ring, I a S-ideal. Then a= {f’E Al f” E I for some n ) is a 
S-ideal. El 
6.2. Lemma. Let A be a S-rkg, I a &ideal with fl= I, and b EA. 712en ul.fb EI) 
is a &ideal. 
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hoof. If j7.F ~1, then Cfb)n E I and sofb EI by hypothesis. The result thus fol- 
lows from the corollary (5 5) applied to A/1 and S = {b” 1. 0 
Theorem. Let A be a S-ring, I a maximal element among the collection of &ideals. 
Then I i:. prime. 
Proof. By assumption A/I has no &ideals except zero and A/I. By the theorem 
(5 6.1) the nilradical must be zero. For anv b # 0 in A/I the lemma shows then that 
cflfb = 0) is a Lideai; it cannot be A/I, sd it is zero. Thus A/I is an integral domain. Cl 
6.3. Lemma. If A # 0 is a S-ring, it has a prime &ideal. 
Proof. There is at least one proper &ideal, (0). The &ideals not containing 1 form 
an inductive set, so by Zorn’s Lemma there is a maximal one, and by the theorem 
(5 6.2) it is prime. Cl . 
Theorem. If A is a S-ring, its nilradical is the intersection of its prime 6 -ideals. 
Proof. If f is not nilpotent, then Af is a nonzero &ring by 3 4.1. By the lemma it 
has a prime a-ideal, whose inverse image in A is a prime h-ideal not containing j: Cl 
Corollary. If I is a S-ideal, then flis the intersection oj’all &primes containing I. Cl 
The results of this set tion are well known and basic (see e.g. [ 8, pp. 1 1 - i 3 9 for 
ordinary differential algebra over Ritt algebras. It is equally well known that they 
fail for derivations in characteristic p. For a sequence of higher derivations over a 
field of characteristic p, some of thern were proved by Okugawa [ 12, p. 2993 using 
more special methods. The fact that they hold in general is the best reason for think- 
ing that s-rings are a good generalization of differential algebra. 
7. &Spec A 
If A is a &ring, we define Wpec A to be the set of prime S-ideals; by 5 6.3 this is 
nonempty for A # 0. We give it the topology it inherits as a subspace of Spec A, i.e. 
as a basis of open sets we take the sets X’= {Plf $I’} as j’runs through A. The 
corollary (E 6.3) implies that there is an order-reversing bijection between closed 
subsets of S-Spec A and &ideals equal to their own radical. If A + B is a morphism 
of &rings, then Spec B + Spec A induces a continuous map S-Spec P -+ 6-Spec A; 
if B = Ap this is a homeomorphism onto +. 
Theorem. 6 Spec A is (quasi-) compact. 
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Proof. Note first that the sum of &ideals is a &ideal. Now let {Yj] be a collection 
of closed sets with the finite intersection property, and {Ii> the corresponding 6- 
ideals. Then 1 is not in the sum of any finite subcollection of the Ii, SO it is not in 
the sum of them all. Hence there*is a maximal &ideal containing all Ii; it is prime, 
and gives a point of 5-Spew A in all Yi. Cl 
It should be noted that assigning Af to Xf does not give a well-defined sheaf on 
S-Spec A. Take for instance A = Q[X] with 6 (X) = X + T; then &Spec A contains 
only the prime {0}, and is i :qual to Xf for any nonzero .f. But it is still possible to 
capture some of the structlu=e of A from S-Spec A, as we see in the next section. 
8. Largest hubideals and irreducible components 
Since the sum of &ideals is a &ideal, any ideal I of a &ring contains a largest 6- 
subideal J. If I = @, ther G is a &ideal contained in fi= I, so & = J; that is clear 
from 5 6.1. But in fact we have the following stronger result, which curiously ap- 
pears to be new even ill classical differential algebra. 
Theorem. Let P be a prime ideal of a S-ring A. Let Q be the largest Csubideal of P. 
Then Q is prime. 
Proof. Dividing by Q, we may assume P is a prime of A containing no &ideal but 
zero; we must show A is an integral domain. By 5 6.1 there are no nilpotents. Sup- 
posef is a zero-divisor; by 5 6.2 then {xl& = 0) is a nonzero &ideal, and so is not 
C P. IfI. P, then two elements not in P would have product zero, which is impos- 
sible. Thus all zero-divisors are in P. But then for any g # 0 the &ideal cflfg = 0) is 
C P, and hence it is trivial. 0 
Intuitively this says that if we take an irreducible closed subspace, then its “orbit”, 
so to speak - the smallest closed subspace containing it and stable under the defor- 
mation - is irreducible. 
Corollary. All minimal primes of a S-ring are S-ideals. 0 
Corollary. The irreducible components of Spec A are the closures in Spec A of the 
irreducible components of S-Spec A. 0 
Corollary. I;he clopen subsets Df Spec A are determined by their intersections with 
b-Spec A. 0 
Corollary. Let A be a S-ring with ascending chain condition on S-ideals equal to their 
own radicals. Then Spec A has only finitely many irreducible components. 
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Proof. The hypothesis makes S-Spec A a noetherian topological space [ 1, Chap. II, 
§4,no.2].0 
The hypothesis of this last corollary is known to hold for finitely generated if- 
ferential extensions in the classical case [8, p. 451. The irreducible decomposition 
there was developed by analogy with that in classical algebraic geometry; it is a- 
musing that the two decompositions turn out to be essentially the same. 
9. Integral extensions 
9.1. Theorem. A is in tegvally closed in A [ [ TJ ] if and only if A has no nilpoten ts. 
hoof. If 0 #fin A is nilpotent, then fT is nilpotent and hence integral over A. Say 
now A has no nilpotents, and y E A [ [ Tj ] is integral over A. For each prime P of A 
the residue class of y .in A/P[ [ TJ] is integral over A/P. If we know the theorem for 
integral domains, the residue class is in A/P, and so the higher coefficients of _y are in 
P; since n P = (0) we deduce y EA. Thus we may assume A is an integral domain. 
Let K be the fraction field of A; we have A[ [TJ] n K = A, so it is eqough to 
show M integrally closed in K[ [TJ]. Suppose y = I3 b, Ta is integral over K; sub- 
tracting off b0 E K, we may assume b, = 0. As K[ [T] ] is an integral domain, the 
algebraic element y satisfies a minimal equation 
Y s -l- cs-1Y s-1 + . . . +qy+c*=o 
with Ci in K and co # 0. But all the y i summands have zero constant term, SO this 
is impossible. Cl 
9.2. Theorem. Let A + B be integral, A a S-ring, B with no nilpoten ts. Then there 
is at most one compatible way to make B in to a 6 -ring. 
Proof. Suppose 6 19~,33-+Bwll are 6 -structures lying over 6 : A -+ A [ [T] 1. Let 
El, E, be their Seidenberg automorphisms (5 3.3); these lie over the SeidnnLerg 
automorphism E of A [[‘I’]]. Then ET%‘, restricted to B lies over the CcJn’- tant in- 
jjection A +A[ [Tj]. H ence the image of B is integral over A, and thus iI, Legral over 
B;by 3 9.1 itisinB,i.e.E-l 
T 
El maps B to B. Since El and E2 reduce lo the iden- 
tity modulo T, we have Es El (b) = b and so El(b) = E2(b); thus 6 l(b) = 62(b), for 
all b in B. Cl 
Corollary. Let A be a jield with a S-structure, B atI algebraic extensiora field. Therz 
there is at most one extension oj* the 6 -structure to B. 0 
We might note that the theorem can definitely fail for B not reduced: if A = Q 
and B = Q[x]/(x’.), then 6 (x) = x + 2x7 gives a nontrivial &structure lying over the 
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trivial map 6 (a) = a on A. 
9.3. Theorem. Let A + B be etale. Then any 6-structure on A extends uniquely to B. 
Proof. By definition HomA (B, C’) s HomA (B, C/I) where C is any A-algebra nd I is 
an ided of square zero. We make B[ [ 7’j ]/(T)n an A-algebra via A LA [[q ] -+ 
B[ [TJ] ; by induction the identity map B + B[ [TJ]/(T) lifts uniquely to B[ [a]/(T)? 
and these liftings give a unque B + B[ [ if’]]. Cl 
Corollary. Let A be a field with S-structure, B a separable algebraic extension. TIten 
the 6 -structure extends ur iquely to B. 0 
The corollary is of cotrse known ([9, p. 4901 and [ 12, p. 3011). 
IO. Going-up 
Theorem. Let A -+ B be an injection of S-rings with B integral over A. Let P be a 
prime 6 -ideal of A. i%en evt?ry prime of‘ B lying over P is a S-ideal. In particular, there 
exist S-primes of B lying over P. 
Proof. The usual theorem tells us that there are primes over P, and that there are no 
inclusion relations among them [ 1, Chap. V, 8 2, no. 11. Let Q lie over P. By the 
theorem (3 8) the largest S-ideal Q’ of B contained in Q is prime. But PB is a 6- 
ideal contained in Q, so PB C Q’; hence P = PB n A C Q’ n A C Q n A = P, so Q’ 
also lies over P. Thus it must equal Q. 0 
Corollary. Let PI C P2 C . . . C Pn be a chain of prime &ideals in A, and let Q1 be a 
prime 6 -ideal oj’ B lying over PI. 7Ren there is a chain of 6 -primes Q 1 C Qz C . . . C Q#, 
inBwithQinA=Pi. 
Corollary. Assume in addition that B is an integral domain and A is integral& closed 
in its frmtiort jield. Let P, C P2 C . . . C Prl be a chain uj’prime &ideals in A, and let 
QH be a prime 6 -ideal of B lying over Pn. Then there is a chain of 6 -primes 
Q1 CQ2 C... CQ,,irr BwithQinA=Pp 
Proof. Bn both these cases familiar theorems [ 1, Chap. V, 8 2] tell us that there 
exists a chain of primes of the right form. By our theorem they are &primes. Cl 
The corollaries are proved without the theorem in [ 21. 
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1 i. Associated primes and ptimary decomposition 
the snnihila for of which is a &ideal. Since M + 0, the ring A/l is . 
ence has a d-prime 6.3). The inverse im 
of A with P ?I. Since 
of that is a s-prime P 
, this implies MP 
It is easy to see that a finiteness assumpiian isneeded. Take r‘or instance 
A = Q[x) with l&x) = x + T, where the only &prime is P= {O). If A’ is the fraction 
field. and JIG! = A, then M,, = 0. 
11.2. Theorem. Let A .be a ttoetheriart ti tg with 6-stmcttrre and M a &module of 
jhite type (wer A. 77tett M + W4F is irtjective, where the product rutts over P in 6 - 
Spec A. 
Roof. The kernel of M+ IIMP is a &submodule; by hypothesis it will be of finite 
type over A. Its localization at every P in b-Spec A is zero, and so by 9 11.1 it 
vanishes. 0
11.3. Theorem. Let A be a ttoetlteriart &rittg and M a &module of fini fe type OCR A. 
TIten the associated primes of M are &primes. 
Roof. If P is in Ass(M), then PA, is in Ass(Mp); and if PA, is a &ideal, so is its in- 
verse image P in A. Thus we may assume A is local and P E Ass(M) is the maximal 
ideal. Let N be the kernel of M+ rIMQ, where the product runs over h-primes Q 
different from F; then N is a &module with IVQ = 0 ftir Q # P in 6-Spec A. since M 
contains 8 copy of A/P, and (A/P)Q =OforallQ#P,weh~veNfO. By 5 11.1 tile 
support if N contains ome &prime, which can only be I? 0 
11.4. Theorem. Let A bc a rtoetheriatt S-rirtg and M a S-module oj’jkite type. fxt Y 
be a &prime, artd L a P-prirtutry submodule. Dten the largest 6-submodule wntuiwl 
itt L is P-primary. 
hof. bt J C L be the largest 6-submodule. For some u we have PW C I,, and sme 
PW is a 6-submodule we have PnM 5 J. Hence any associated prime Q of M/J must 
have Q _S R By $ 11.3, Q must be a &prime, and hence (,n EMQrlz C J) is a &sub- 
module. If it were C L, it would be g J; but since Q E Ass(M/$) there is an nz with 
Q = if’lfi~l EJ}, and such an m cannot be in J. Thus there is an r?z 4 I, with Qnr (7 J. 
Then f_#‘lj’m EL > contain; Q; but since M/L is P-prima?], {f’lfm E L) C P. Thus 
Qcp. q 
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C<urollary. M has a primary decomposition with all the primary submodules S-sub- 
modules. In any reduced primary decomposition, the components for minimal asso- 
ciated primes are 8 -submodules. Iz1 
The proof showed that the power of P annihilatingM/J is the same as for M/L, 
and it follows in fact that the canonical primary decomposition in the sense of 
[ 1, Chap. IV, 5 2, Exer. 4 consists of li-submodules. 
Applied to A/Z, the the1 lrems of course imply that a &ideal I has its associated 
primes in &Spec: A and po:sesses a primary decomposition into S-ideals. This was 
proved in the classical case by Seidenberg [ 141 using different methods. His proof 
was generalized in [3] to ic~als of noetherian &rings. 
12. Formal group actions 
12.1. This final, mainly expository section is an attempt to explain how S-rings 
may be connected with the theory of formal groups. A formal group law in n param- 
eters over a ring k is by definition a sequence of n power series 1 = (F1, . . . . F,) in 
21 variables T, T’ such th& 
F(T, 0) = T, F(0, T’) = T’, and 
F(F(T, T’), T”) = F(T, F(T’, T”)). 
Simple examples in one parameter are the additive law F(T, T’) = T + T’ and the 
multiplicative law F(1;; T’) = T + T’ + TT’. 
Apart from simple analogy, the name “group” is used here for the following 
reason. Taking continuous homomorphisms from ;‘c [ [T]] yields a functor on com- 
plete k-algebras. A formal group law defines a homomorphism from k [ [T] ] to 
k[ [ T, T’]] , which we think of as the completed tensor product k [ [T]] 6 k[ [T]] ; 
hence it defines a multiplication on the values of the functor, and the hypotheses 
make thia a group law with T* 0 the identity. 
We say that two formal group laws define the same formal Lie group if they dif- 
fer by a change of variable in k[ [TJ]. The functors they define are in this case na- 
turally equivalent. 
Dual to a formal group law is a multiplication on the divided power coalgebra 
(5 3.2); explicitly, the coefficient of D,, in Da. Dp is the coefficient of T”(T’)fl in 
FT. The hypotheses are equivalent o saying that this makes the divided power co- 
algebra into a bialgebra with Do = 1; it is actually a Hopf algebra, the existence of 
an antipode or formal inverse being automatic. See [ 15, pp. LG5.20-251 or 
P, p. 381. 
If k is a Q-algebra (“Ritt algebra”, in the terminology of [8] ), and L is a Lie 
algebra free of finite rank over k, then the universal enveloping algebra UL is a Hopf 
algebra with divided power co algebra, and dual to it is a formal Lie group. More ex- 
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plicitly, the formal group law is given by the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. This 
process gives an equivalence of categories between formal Lie groups and Lie alge- 
bras ([ 15, p. LG5.281; [5, p. 491). Hence for instance the formal additive and 
multiplicative laws are equivalent. They are not equivalent in characteristic p, how- 
ever, where in fact Lazard has constructed an infinite sequence of distinct one- 
parameter formal Lie groups [5, p. 721. 
12.2. Let k be a ring, A a S-algebra over k in n parameters, and F an rz-parameter 
formal group law over k. We say that 6 is an action of F if 
In diagram form, this says that 
commutes. In terms of the dual bialgebra, it says that A is a “module algebra” in 
the sense of [16,p. 1531. 
If F is the additive law, the condition is that 6,6, = (min)6nz+n, which is 
known to differential algebraists as an “iterative” higher derivation. In characteristic 
p there are essentially different iteration laws possible, such as the one coming from 
the multiplicative group; and in more than one parameter there is a great variety of 
them [4]. 
As the name suggests, one should intuitively think of F-actions as deformations 
coming from grou,) actions. They do indeed arise if one takes a smooth algebraic 
group acting on a variety and completes at the identity element. 
The property of being an F-action will of course not be preserved by arbitrary 
changes of variable in A [ [T] 1, but changes of variable over k will yield actions of 
the same formal Lie group. 
Theorem. Let k be a Q-algebra, A a k-algebra, L a Lie algebra over k, and F the for- 
mal Lie group corresponding to L. Then there is a natural one-one correspondence 
between F-actions on A and actions of L as derivations oj’A. 
Proof. The map of L into End,JA) extends uniquely to an algebra map UL -+ Endk(A), 
i.e. a UL-module structure on A. Since L acts as derivations, it follows as in 
[ 16, p. 1541 that A is a module algebra (essentially because the appropriate identity 
is true on elements of L, and they generate). Dualizing yields the result Cl 
This is the generalizati.on of the well-known result in differential algebra that over 
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Q-algebras adifferentiation extends uniquely to an iterative higher derivation. 
12.3. ?Zlreorem.LetS: A +A[[TJ] b e an F-action for some formal group law F. 
Let B be a localization or completkm or quotient or etale extension or integral ex- 
tension without nitpotents, and let 6’ compatibly extend 6 to B. Then 6’ is an F- 
action. 
Proof. In all these cases WE’ have uniqueness theorems for &structures. The defini- 
tion of F-action is that twj:) homomorphisms A -+ A [[T, T’]] derived from 6 are 
equal. For S’ the correspo: Iding homomorphisms lie over those for 6, i.e. lie over 
the same map, so by uniqlb?ness they are equal. q 
For an iterative higher derivation some of this occurs in [9, pp. 485,491]. 
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